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Geophysical flows provide an important prototype context for
developing new methods for underresolved models in science
and engineering. The wide range of unresolved scales of mo-
tion with highly inhomogeneous behavior for the atmosphere
and ocean on earth as well as for other planets like Jupiter, re-
quire novel statistical strategies to assess the nontrivial impact
of these unresolved features on the larger scales. Novel system-
atic applications of ideas from equilibrium statistical mechanics
to these inhomogeneous geophysical flows have lead to promis-
ing new statistical strategies for the ocean (1–4), the atmosphere
(5, 6), and the giant planets such as Jupiter (7) in agreement
with contemporary observations. These different equilibrium
statistical theories all attempt to predict the coarse-grained be-
havior at large scales through use of some of the formally infi-
nite list of conserved quantities for idealized geophysical flow;
this has been a topic of continuous debate over more than the
last twenty-five years in the fluid dynamics community (8–14)
and represents the main topic of the present work. Here the re-
sults of numerical experiments are presented for truncated geo-
physical flows with topography in a suitable regime which es-
tablish that the integrated third power of potential vorticity be-
sides the familiar constraints of energy, circulation, and enstro-
phy is statistically relevant for the coarse-grained equilibrium
statistical behavior at large scales. Furthermore, in this regime
of fluid motion the integrated higher powers of potential vortic-
ity larger than three are statistically irrelevant for the large scale
equilibrium statistical behavior. This is the first unambiguous
numerical evidence of the nontrivial role of the higher invari-
ants for inviscid truncated geophysical flows for coarse-grained
large scale equilibrium statistical behavior. The simplest geo-
physical model utilized here is barotropic two-dimensional flow
with topography in periodic geometry, which is described by the

equations ßÁà�áKâQãä\å
æç à�èÃé�âàëê»ì â|íâ|î7ï åð ßðAñ ã æç èVß�àUò�ó [1]

In 1,

ß
is the potential vorticity, ô à�áKâ is the relative vorticity,æç is the incompressible fluid velocity,

â
is the stream function,

and

ä
is the prescribed topography. When

ä
is zero, 1 become

the equations for 2D incompressible flow. Non-zero topogra-
phy often has profound impact on the large scale flow (11–14).
Here and below we assume a õ7ö -periodic geometry in both the÷ and ø variables which are also denoted by ÷Æù , ÷>ú whenever
convenient. The equations in 1 conserve kinetic energy,û àÌüõÄý�þAÿ � æç � ú à ì üõ�ý�þAÿ â ô àà ì üõ�ý þ ÿ â��sß ì ä��aå [2]

as well as the infinite number of conserved quantities,��� � ß��Ià ý þ ÿ ß � å � à ü å õ å
	�å1ó1ófóaó [3]

In 2, 3, � þ ÿ� denotes integration over the period domain in peri-
odic geometry, where the total circulation,

� ù , satisfies
� ù�� ò .

The quadratic conserved quantity, the enstrophy� à�üõ � ú � ß��hå [4]

is singled out in some statistical theories for large scale flow
(8,10–12,14,15) as having special significance, while the higher
generalized enstrophies,

� � � ß��
, for ��� 	

are ignored in these
theories. Other researchers (16) claim that the entire infinite
list of conserved quantities in 3 is statistically significant for
describing the coarse-grained features at large scales. A third
group (17, 18) invokes the central role of point vortex dynamics
with three conserved quantities in large scale statistical behav-
ior, but with

��� �sß��
formally infinite for ��� õ . Finally, a fourth

statistical approach has evolved recently (2, 3, 7, 19), where the
energy and circulation are imposed on the large scale flow while
a suitable prior distribution is utilized to encode the potential
vorticity fluctuations at small scales. These various statistical
theories, their relative strength and weakness, new statistical ap-
proaches and potential applications are discussed by Majda and
Wang (13) in a recent monograph which contains many addi-
tional references and discussion. One way to address these is-
sues is to study the statistical behavior of discrete approxima-
tions to 1 conserving the energy in 2, and in addition other dis-
crete approximations to the generalized enstrophies in 3. This is
the main topic in subsequent sections of this paper.

1To whom reprints should be addressed. E-mail: jonjon@cims.nyu.edu
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The potential vorticity,

ß
, in 1 is truncated by projection onto

� õ�� ã ü � � � õ�� ã ü � Fourier modes by the projection operator��� ß-à �� �! "� #$� � ÿ � %'&)(
ß!*,+.-0/î1* å32Áà õ	öõ�� ã ü ó [5]

The traditional aliased truncation of the quasi-geostrophic equa-
tions in 1 for these Fourier coefficients (ß * , � 4 ù �65 � , � 4 ú �,5 � ,
is given by7 (ß!*7 ñ à �� �"8 � #$� �"8ÿ � %9& : � :<;� : ; � ú (

ß *�=9* 8 � (ß > * 8 ì (ä > * 8 �aó [6]

In 6 the finite domain of the Fourier coefficients is extended
to

�@? � ã ü � � �@? � ã ü � by using the periodicity rule (ßA*Òà(ß1*�= ú & = ù . It is well-known (10, 12, 13, 20) that the traditional
spectral truncation in 6 conserves energy, circulation, and en-
strophy from 2-4 but in general none of the higher order invari-
ants in 3 for ��� 	 ; this last fact has been demonstrated in recent
numerical experiments (20,21). The energy-enstrophystatistical
theory which utilizes only these two conserved quantities for the
truncation in 6 predicts a Gaussian probability measure for the
equilibrium statistical behavior of the Fourier modes (10–13).
Recall that Gaussian measures are uniquely characterized by
their mean and variance. Given externally prescribed mean val-
ues for the energy and enstrophy, the mean of this probability
distribution for (ß * is determined by the linear equation,Bß C à�á Bâ C ãØä�àED Bâ C å [7]

while there is equipartition of pseudo-energy of perturbations
around the mean state in 7 with a constant variance FHG ò . Here
the pseudo-energy Fourier coefficients, (� * , are given by

(� * àJI ü ã D
� : � úLK ù
Muú (ô

* å
[8]

with (ô * being the Fourier coefficients of relative vorticity. The
constants,

D
and F , completely characterizing the Gaussian mea-

sure, are determined by the values of
û

and
�

. A wide variety of
numerical experiments with the truncation in 6 (12, 13, 15) con-
firm the predictions of the equilibrium statistical theory from 7
and 8. However, these results cannot address the fundamental
issue for the statistical relevance of the higher order invariants
in 3 for �N� 	

since these fail to be conserved by the approx-
imation in 6 over long time intervals of integration. Here, the
equilibrium statistical predictions through 7 and 8 are regarded
as a null hypothesis in the tests reported below for the role of the
higher order invariants.ÓÊ½Y¨²¤\®>¨�¬	§hµ�ªY¯�Ó�µ?¸>±Y¬7ªd§h«°>±GÉ-« §1½HO¾ªY±Y¥�PI°>±Y¦a¨dµÂ¿�¨�´HQ�¸Yª�±�§h« º§h« ¨�¦
Here, following the important observation by Zeitlin (22), we
consider the sine-bracket truncation as an approximation to the
quasi-geostrophic dynamics in 1 through the spectral approx-
imation in 6. This finite dimensional set of equations for the
Fourier coefficients is given by7 (ß *7 ñ à &��"8 # �"8ÿ
R > &1S
TVU

�)2 : � :<; �2 � : ; � ú (ß *�=9* 8 � (ß > * 8 ì (ä > * 8 �hå2�à õ7öõW� ã ü å [9]

with the same convention of periodicity as in 6. The truncation
in 9 conserves the energy in 2 as the Hamiltonian. In addition,
the sine-bracket truncation in 9 conserves õW� invariants of the
form XZY à[� \'] (ßA^  ófó1ó (ßA^

]`_1a
S1b
2�cd�fe ù åfó1ófó1å
e Y �hgtåi Y àkjl�fe ù åfó1ófóhå
e Y �aå
Y�m R ù
e m àon<p�åü 5rqs5 õ�� åct�ue ù å1ófó1ó1åve Y �nàNe ú � e ù ãwefx � �fe ù ãye ú �MããØó1ó1ófãye Y � �fe ù ã ó1ófó)ãwe Y > ù �hó

[10]

The Casimir invariant

X ú is a multiple of the enstrophy since
ct�ue?å ì eu�Và6ò

. However, the higher Casimir invariants

X Y
for

	 5zq{5 õW� are suitable regularizations of those in 3 for
	 5 � 5 õW� . A pedagogical detailed discussion of 9, 10,
as well as related numerical issues used below can be found
in (13, 20, 21). In particular, to guarantee conservation of the
invariants in 10 within roundoff error under time discretization,
McLachlan’s (23) symplectic integrator is combined with a suit-
able version of second order accurate Strang splitting in time
(20, 21). This last modification of the basic algorithm in (23)
is crucial for accurate energy conservation and results in a

ü ò >L|
decrease in relative errors for the energy with the time steps used
below for only twice the computational expense.} ¸�©
¨dµ�«¬�ª�¯~�AÐ�®>¨�µ�«�©
¨�±�§p¦[�^¨�©�°>±Y¦a§aµ�ª�§h«�±YÀ�§1½�¨�¤O§aªd§a«¦a§a«¡¬7ªY¯� ¨d¯¨�¿�ª�±�¬	¨G°Y³ X x � ß�� ª�§���ª�µÂÀ�¨�¤�¬7ªY¯ ¨�¦
In the numerical experiments reported here, the prescribed val-
ues of the initial data were chosen so that the energy and enstro-
phy were fixed at

û à��
and

� à õ ò while the value of the
third invariant,

X x � ß��
from 10, normalized through (X x �sß��QàX xl� ß��v� � x Muú

, varied through the four values, (X x�à�ò , õ , ? ,�
. A standard constrained optimization problem was set up to

find initial data with many Fourier modes satisfying these con-
straints (21). The higher order invariants,

X�Y
, for

? 5�qs5 õ��were not specified by pre-determined values for the initial data
although they are automatically conserved within roundoff er-
ror for the algorithm in 9. The values of energy and enstrophy,û à��

,
� à õ ò , guarantee a suitable “negative temperature

regime” (11–13) for the energy-enstrophy equilibrium statisti-
cal theory summarized in 7, 8 with

D��à ì ò�ó �
, F �à õ ò . The

numerical experiments utilizing 9 reported below use � à ü�ü
so that there are ��õ�� active Fourier modes and õ�õ nontrivial con-
served quantities in the dynamics. In all numerical experiments
reported below, the equations in 9 were calculated for times of
order

ü ò | with a time step,

á ñ à ò�ó ò ü
with a maximum relative

error in energy of
ü ó õ � ü ò >�� . Statistics were gathered through

long-time averaging of individual solutions with�f�9��� à ü� ý þ��
= þþ � � � ñ � 7 ñ

[11]

denoting the averaging window. After several initial experi-
ments, it was determined that initial times �<� with �'� � ü ò x
were sufficiently long to begin the time-averaging procedure.
Three different cases of barotropic geophysical flow from 1 with
the discretization from 9 were studied with the above parameters
for the initial data: no topography, large scale random topogra-
phy with non-zero Fourier modes at � : � ú à õ å
? , and the deter-
ministic layered topography,

ä!à ò�ó õ _1a S
� ÷ ��ãÃò�ó ? _1a S

� õ ÷ � . This
last case has the advantage in display that the energy-enstrophy
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theory in 7, 8 predicts a large scale mean flow which is also lay-
ered, so

Bâ�� ÷ � is a function of the ÷ -variable alone, for any value
of

D
; thus, significant departures from such a layered structure

in ÷ in stream function plots provide strong visual evidence for
departures in the large-scale statistical predictions beyond the
energy-enstrophy theory. Most of the results are reported be-
low for this case to take advantage of this fact. Since the focus
here is on the statistical relevance of the higher order invariants
in 3 or 10 for equilibrium statistical theories, a higher order in-
variant is called statistically relevant at large scales if it affects
single-point spatial statistics such as the large scale mean, en-
ergy spectrum, and probability distribution function (PDF) cen-
tered about the mean. For example, the effect of the higher order
invariants for 9 on two-point spatial correlations is ignored here.
With all of this background, next results are reported below for
the mixing properties of the system, the energy spectrum, the
mean stream function, the mean potential vorticity, and the PDF
for potential vorticity.
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The normalized temporal correlation functions averaged over
the two groups of Fourier modes � : � ú à ü and � : � ú à õ are
depicted in Fig. 1 for the four cases with varying (X x for layered
topography. These are the correlation functions with the slowest
decay rate among all the groups of ��õ�� Fourier modes with sig-
nificantly faster decay for time correlations of the higher modes
not depicted here. Obviously, the longest tails for the correla-
tions occur for � : � ú à ü . The two graphs in Fig. 1 each have
four curves with the cases (X x à ò demonstrating the most rapid
decay of correlations, (X x à õ å�? exhibiting clear decay of cor-
relations, and the case (X x à � with � : � ú à ü showing marginal
decay of correlations to below 15% of the value with zero lag at
time lags of

ü ò x
. The correlation function in this case eventually

decays to zero with time lags of order õ � ü ò x but the similar plot
for � : � ú à ü with (X xÄà � , not depicted here, exhibits no decay
of correlations. Thus the value (X x à � is near the boundary of
the parameter regime with decay of temporal correlations. The
decay of correlations of Fourier modes is the most primitive test
for mixing in phase space of an individual solution (13, 24–26)
and justifies the use of the time averages in 11 in calculating
statistics of the mean flow and energy spectrum. The other cases
with no topography and random topography have similar behav-
ior in the decay of temporal correlations (21).
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Here the large scale mean flow is calculated from the numerical
solution by processing the time average of the stream function,Bâà � â �0�

and Bß�à � ß �0� at individual spatial points and compar-
ing the results. If the energy and enstrophy are the only impor-
tant conserved quantities, then the energy-enstrophy statistical
theory in 7 predicts that

� â �
�
and

� ß �0�
should become increas-

ingly collinear as � increases. This is quantified by measuring
the graphical correlation between

� â �
�
and

� ß �0�
, defined byX � � â �0� å � ß �0� �nà � � â ��� å � ß �0� � �á�� â � � áWá�� ß � � á [12]

with

� � å0âÏ� � à � þ ÿ � â ,
á1�á à�� � å � � ù
Muú� . Note that solutions

of the energy-enstrophy statistical theory in 7 with

Däã9ò
are

collinear and satisfy

X � Bâ C å Bß1å�æ'�Ià ì ü . In Fig. 2, the behavior
of the graphical correlation

X � � â �
� å � ß ��� �
is depicted as a func-

tion of the averaging window, � , in 11 for
ü ò x 5 � 5 ü ò | for

the four cases with (X x à.ò�å õ å�?>å � for the layered topography.
The graphical correlation for the case with (X x à�ò clearly con-
verges to the value

ì ü
while the graphical correlation for the

other cases with non-zero third invariant clearly level off for the
largest values of � and clearly do not asymptote to

ì ü
; increas-

ing values of (X x lead to increasing values of the graphical cor-
relation. Fig. 2 provides quantitative evidence that the coarse-
grained large scale mean flows do not satisfy the predictions of
the energy-enstrophy statistical theory, unless the invariant (X xvanishes identically. To confirm this, in Fig. 3 we present scatter
plots of the large scale mean stream function

� â � �
and mean po-

tential vorticity,
� ß ���

, for the largest averaging window, � à ü ò |
from Fig. 2 for the four cases with varying (X x . For the case with(X xÊà�ò in Fig. 3, the scatter plot shows collinear behavior while
the scatter plots for the cases with increasing skewness display
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a coherent nonlinear relationship between

Bâ
and Bß with increas-

ing curvature as (X x increases through the values õ , ? , � . Fig. 3
provides powerful evidence for the nontrivial effect of the third
invariant, (X x , on the large scale coarse-grained statistical mean
flow. This nontrivial effect of (X x is clearly evident in the con-
tour plots for the coarse grained stream functions depicted in
Fig. 4, plotted in each case over one period interval in ÷ and ø .
For (X x à6ò the stream function is clearly layered in ø as pre-
dicted by the energy-enstrophy statistical theory. This informa-
tion from Fig. 4 combined with that in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 for the
case with (X x/à�ò indicates that as regards the coarse grained
mean flow, the energy-enstrophy statistical theory predicts the
behavior; thus, with (X xÊà�ò , the other nineteen conserved quan-
tities, (X Y ,

? 5Eqï5 õ�õ in 10 are statistically irrelevant for pre-
dicting the large scale mean flow. On the other hand, the stream-
line contours in Fig. 4 b),c),d) indicate stronger more localized
regions of closed stream lines associated with negative values of
the stream function for the cases with (X xÄà õ å�?>å � . Recall that
closed stream lines with negative stream function (pressure) cor-
respond to positive (cyclonic) relative vorticity. Thus, the stream
line contours in Fig. 4 indicate the presence of coherent struc-
tures through positive cyclonic vortices for positive values of
the regularized third moment (X x ; for the case with (X x à õ ,there are both cyclonic and anti-cyclonic vortices while for the
cases with (X x à�?>å �

, there are only cyclonic vortices in the
mean stream function with increasingly weaker anti-cyclonic
flow without coherent vortices. This is further strong evidence
demonstrating the statistical relevance of (X x in determining the
coarse grained large scale mean flow.ÓÊ½Y¨ð�Æ±�¨�µÂÀ�¥�¤\®>¨�¬	§hµ?¸>©
Recall that the energy-enstrophy theory predicts the equiparti-
tion of the pseudo-energy variables (� * defined in 8 for pertur-

bations of the mean flow in 7. In Fig. 5 the energy spectrum of
the pseudo-energy variables (� * from 8 is plotted for perturba-
tions of the mean flow calculated from the numerical output as
in Fig. 2, Fig. 3, and Fig. 4 above for the three cases with no
topography, random topography, and layered topography with(X x varying for

ò
,

?
,
�
. It is remarkable that this energy spec-

trum is virtually identical for the three different large scale to-
pographies and fixed values of (X x with

û à��
and

� à õ ò ;
this indicates a potentially universal feature of the spectrum for
fluctuations which depends on (X x but is independent of the large
scale mean flow. In particular, for the case in Fig. 5 with (X xÊà ò ,equipartition of pseudo-energy is confirmed as predicted by the
energy-enstrophy statistical theory; this is a further numerical
confirmation of the statistical irrelevance of the nineteen higher
order invariants (X Y ,

? 5�qï5 õ�õ , for the energy spectrum. The
cases with (X xÊà�?>å � in Fig. 5 clearly demonstrate the statistical
relevance of this invariant in determining the energy spectrum
with more pseudo-energy concentrated at small wave numbers
and lower pseudo-energy at large wave numbers in a statistically
identical fashion for the three cases with varying topography.Ó�½�¨wñ|µ�°>¹�ªY¹�«¡¯¡« §?¥ß��« ¦a§hµ�«�¹�¸Y§h«°>±ÎÛY¸>±Y¬	§h«°>±/°�³dñÆ°�§u¨Y±�§h«ªY¯óò$°�µtº§h«¬�« §�¥
While the mean stream function emphasizes the role of (X x in
determining the coarse grained large scale flow, the probability
distribution function (PDF) for potential vorticity highlights the
effect of (X x on the small scale fluctuations. Here this PDF is
determined by a standard bin counting algorithm (27) as time
evolves with evaluation at a grid of spatial points. The PDF of
potential vorticity is depicted in Fig. 6 for the case with layered
topography and (X x à�ò�å õ å�?>å � . The variance and skewness of
this PDF for varying (X x are recorded in Tab. 1. The main trends
apparent from Fig. 6 and Tab. 1 is the nontrivial increase in the
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positive skewness of the PDF for potential vorticity as (X x in-
creases coupled with the nearly Gaussian PDF for potential vor-
ticity for (X xÄà&ò which is predicted from the energy-enstrophy
statistical theory. Once again this last result suggests the statisti-
cal irrelevance of the invariants (X Y ,

? 5Eq�5 õ�õ in the regime
with (X x�à ò for

û à[�
,
� à õ ò .(X x Variance Skewnessò � � ó � � ì ü ó 	l� � ü ò > úõ � � ó ü ? ò�ó 	 ü�ü ?? � ò�ó ��õ ò�óö�W� ��õ� ? � ó ò � ü ó ?�? ü÷Lø�ù6�����<ú<£�¢¶² £¯³1±§¡¿£¯³1¦©´vÅ
¡
Æ½³1¡v´ª´�®Aµóû'ü¿ý®AµÏ¨vÒ1¡é¬A®A¨ª¡A³"¨�² £¯°§ !®¯¢Â¨�² ±"² ¨@Á"ÇÈÉ Ê ºwË�Ç,À�ÇWÌWÇlÍ�O·A¸�«¡¯¡«�¹dµ�«�¸>© ¤O§aª�§h« ¦a§h«¬�ª�¯[ñ|µÂ¨d´>«¬	§h«°A±�¦ °�³�§1½�¨ } °>±�¯¡«�±�¨dª�µO²¨dª�±/¤O§aªd§p¨

The graphs in Fig. 3 and Fig. 6 indicate that increasing the third
invariant (X x systematically results in simultaneously an increas-
ing skewness in the PDF for potential vorticity which represents
small scale fluctuations and increasing nonlinearity in the scatter
plot of mean stream function versus mean potential vorticity re-
flecting large scale behavior. A recently developed equilibrium
statistical theory (2, 3, 7, 13, 19) begins with the PDF for the po-
tential vorticity reflecting small scale fluctuations as a prior dis-
tribution and predicts the equilibrium coarse grained large scale
mean flow in the continuum limit through a specific large scale
functional relation, Bß²àÿþ`� Bâé�

. Here the nonlinear function

þ
depends on the large scale energy and circulation constraints in
a specific fashion (2,3,7,13,19). In particular, in (7) it is shown
that a skewed prior distribution for small scale potential vortic-
ity fluctuations given by the centered Gamma distribution with
mean zero, variance � , and skewness

2
yields the equilibrium

statistical prediction for the large scale mean flow,Bß�à �

�
� Bâ ì � �? ö ú ì 2 � ù
Muú � � Bâ ì � � ó [13]

In 13,
�

and � are Lagrange multipliers to satisfy the energy and
zero circulation constraints. This modeling strategy successfully
predicts the large scale coherent spots on Jupiter from the small
scale Gamma prior distribution motivated by recent observations
from the Galileo mission (7). Here we address the much more
limited issue: if one approximates the skewed PDFs for potential
vorticity in Fig. 6 by the centered Gamma distributions with the
same skewness and flatness in Tab. 1 as (X x varies, are there val-
ues of the Lagrange multipliers

�
, � , so that the nonlinear large

scale Bß � Bâ
relation in 13 fits the data in Fig. 3? The answer

is yes and the results are the curved lines overlayed on Fig. 3.
While these results are encouraging, the reader is warned that
they are not a confirmation of the equilibrium statistical theory
directly: if

�
and � are utilized as Lagrange multipliers to match

the energy,
û à �

, and zero circulation, the vorticity-stream
relations show significantly less curvature and the stream func-
tions are significantly nonlinear but without closed stream lines
as depicted in Fig. 4. This is not surprising since simulations
with õ 	 � õ 	 Fourier modes are extremely far from the contin-
uum limit which requires strict spatial scale separation between
the large scale flow and the small scale potential vorticity fluc-
tuations (19, 28). Nevertheless, such trends are already evident
in Fig. 3, Fig. 6, Tab. 1, and 13.¤E¸�©G©
ª�µ�¥��Ê« ¦h¬�¸Y¦a¦1«°>±
Through unambiguous numerical experiments with the dis-
crete approximation in 9 with many conserved quantities, it
has been demonstrated that the third nonlinear invariant, (X x ,is statistically relevant at large scales for truncated quasi-
geostrophic flow with topography. The statistical relevance
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of (X x has been demonstrated for the mean stream function and
mean potential vorticity, the pseudo-energy spectrum, and the
PDF for potential vorticity in a self-consistent fashion. For ex-
ample, systematic increases in (X x lead to a systematic increase
in nonlinearity for the mean flow with large scale coherent pos-
itive vortices as well as a systematic increase in the positive
skewness of the PDF for potential vorticity. In contrast, numer-
ical simulations not depicted here (see (21)) with the traditional
spectral truncation in 6 with only the energy and enstrophy as
conserved quantities reproduce the equilibrium statistical pre-
dictions in 7, 8 for any of the initial values of (X x . Also, the
simulations with 9 reported above strongly suggest that the
other nineteen conserved quantities, (X Y ,

? 5zq 5 õ�õ , are
statistically irrelevant when (X xÄà�ò in the regime studied here.
The issues of statistically relevant conserved quantities have
been studied recently by the authors in a much more complete
fashion for a simpler model involving suitable Galerkin trunca-
tions of the Burgers-Hopf equations (20, 24, 25, 27) including
comparison and prediction with equilibrium microcanonical
Monte-Carlo simulations. The authors hope that the present
contribution as well as this recent work inspires other theoreti-
cians to address the fundamental issues of statistically relevant
conserved quantities for geophysical flows.
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